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Introduction 
The 26th European Health Forum Gastein (EHFG), held under the
theme “Health systems in crisis - Countering shockwaves and
fatigue”, brought the European health community together to
discuss the challenges facing Europe. 

This year’s programme included: 

PLENARIES 
CONFERENCE 

SESSIONS

This report compiles conference statistics and
attendee feedback gathered from an evaluation
survey, supplemented by data from our streaming
and registration platforms.
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General statistics

ATTENDEES

On-site:   

Online: 

 on-site  Countries
represented

          participated in 
the EHFG for the first time
*Source: participant survey, Slido, n = 132

49% 

The EHFG participants represented: 

536

1187

41

97

23%

37%
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SPEAKERS & 
MODERATORS

General statistics

On-site: 

Online: 

        of the speakers and
moderators participated
on-site

92% 

Women

Men

59% 
41% 

147

13

40% 

20% 

4% 

19% 

17% 

The EHFG speakers and moderators represented:
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Evaluation

Number of
attended sessions

Session content 
rating

EHFG 2023
Take away 
messages

n = 129

star rating: 1 =  poor, 5 = excellent 

Improve understanding of current health policy 
developments and health initiaves  

Professional networking
Connecting with other stakeholder groups

Dissemination of my professional work

Best practice sharing

Scoping new funding opportunities

Exploring partnership ideas

“Cooperation,
cooperation and

only cooperation is a
must, to meet the
huge and urgent

challenges public
health is facing!”

“Sharing the idea of
strong EU solidarity,
especially equity in

access to
prevention and

health services. So
many inspiring

women engaged in
the health sector.”

The key reasons to attend the EHFG 2023
n = 132

4.2

“There is positive
energy to get things

done and done
better.”

Combined results  from onsite and online audience.

 %  % 

“Giving a voice to
the younger

generation. Several
priorities were

discussed, but now
is the time to act.”



How do you rate the networking
opportunities at the EHFG 2023?

4.2

50%

29%

15%

6%

0%

n = 100

"Although it was my first
time attending EHFG I felt

very welcome and was
given lots of opportunities
to make new connections.
The evening events were

a lot of fun too!"

star rating: 1 =  poor, 5 = excellent 

Rating of the EHFG 2023 experience
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n = 130

4.4

star rating: 1 =  poor, 5 = excellent 

 % 

 Participants’
thoughts on the

EHFG 2023: 

"Very well organised
conference - the Bad
Hofgastein setting is

a perfect location.
Everything was

perfect - transport,
food, sessions of

both EHFG and YFG,
accommodation -

big well done to the
organisers!”

“Thank you for the
opportunity of holding

the EHFG online too and
the recorded sessions

were a real bonus - I
could follow any

sessions I missed later.”
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